1st Annual Meeting of the Beacon project
29-31 May 2018, Milos Conference Centre in Adamas/Adamantas, Milos, Greece.
http://www.miloscenter.gr/
Information and earlier experience about Milos travel and accommodation
Here some general information about Milos https://www.milostravel.com

Travel
Travel to Milos will normally be either by flight from Athens or by ferry from Athens. The
outlines of the agenda are set with starting and ending times that should make it possible for
those with a tight schedule to arrive with the morning flight at 09.15 the 29th May
(departing from Athens at 08.35) and travel back with the afternoon flight at 16.25 the 31st
May, provided flights are on schedule.
Flights: There are normally several flights from Athens to Milos per day, but the travel
booking service that SKB use could only find very few of these flights. We recommend using
some commercial tool to find a flight that suits you (we used www.skyscanner.se or
www.momondo.se). Sky express, Olympic Air and Hahn Air seems to be the ones operating
this line.
We found that arriving to Athens airport in the evening, flying to Milos the morning after,
and thus staying over night near Athens Airport, would become expensive since there only
seemed to be one hotel alternative available near enough to the airport. We have chosen to
fly early and take an afternoon flight from Athens to Milos.
This site https://www.milostravel.com/flights.asp has some other alternatives though.
Ferries: There are ferry-lines from Athens/Piraeus and from Santorini
https://www.directferries.co.uk/piraeus_milos_ferry.htm
UPDATE!: Transportation between Milos airport and Adamas and Milos Conference Centre is
either taxi or rental car. It is not far. I can make a try to coordinate space in taxis and/or
rental cars for those who want to.
Send me an email and tell me
 if you have already rented a car or are planning to do so, how many seats you have
available, and which time and date you are arriving
 if you have not rented a car and would like to ride with someone else, and which
time and date you are arriving

The Conference centre (marked on the map) is only a short distance from the centre of the
small village of Adamas/Adamantas.

Accommodation
The Milos Conference Centre http://www.miloscenter.gr/ is situated on the outskirts of the
village Adamas, to the south east. Adamas is not large, in fact very small.
There are no big hotels, only small ones, which means we have to spread out. We chose the
very small, cheap, supposedly nice Hotel Eleni http://www.hoteleleni.gr/default_en.asp on
the other side of the village from the conference centre but that might now be fully booked
(they have very few rooms). But there are several other hotels, apartments, guesthouses,
bed & breakfasts available in Adamas. Try searching via e.g. www.booking.com or equivalent

